
All the advantages of a complete photo 
studio... in just one square meter
The PackshotAlto range can accomodate people and products up to 100 kg 
and a 180 cm tall. 

PackshotAlto 

The world’s most widely used range of solutions
for creating pictures and animations  ProR
AN

G
E

The system assists you from A to Z 
to easily generate 360-degree 
interactive photos.

Publish the images on your 
e-commerce website, display your 
products in 360 degree on your 
iPad, iPhone, Android smartphone 
or tablet, create your internal image 
bank, print your HD pictures for your 
print campaigns... there are 
thousands of ways to use this 
innovative equipment.

A tailored technology
Benefit from a ready-to-use and easily 
adaptable photographic environment: 
set the level of brightness depending 
on the object and the desired 
rendering. 

Indeed, the three light dimmers on 
the lightbox allow you to adjust the 
light intensity of the different light 
sources in the system: the four 
integrated symmetrical lamps as 
well as the backlit ceiling that covers 
the entire shooting zone.

360-degree animations in a few 
clicks!
The PackshotCreator software 
offers a preview of the whole 
process and controls the 
synchronization of the turntable with 
the camera.

• Made to shoot people and products up to 1m80 tall: fashion 
models, luggages, boots, small furniture...

• HD photos and 360-degree animations

• Ideal for photo studios, advertising agencies, marketing, 
communication, e-commerce...

• Large-size lightbox with a dimmable backlight on the back and the 
ceiling

The solution dedicated to the 
fashion and leather industry.
Thanks to its large lightbox, 
PackshotAlto XL is specially 
designed to create 360-degree 
animations of people or mannequins; 

The PackshotAlto L version is the 
perfect solution for the luggage 
industry, furniture, toys or automobile 
components manufacturers.



Technical speci�cations : Packshot Alto L / Packshot Alto XL

Product features

Lightbox lighting

Saving formats
PC connection

Software version

Lightbox dimensions (LxWxH)
Packshot Alto L

Packshot Alto XL
Lightbox weight

Recommended product dimensions (LxWxH)
Packshot Alto L

Packshot Alto XL
Max. product weight

Package composition

* Compatible cameras
tested and approved by PackshotLab pour Windows

Real-time preview on screen
High De�nition
360° animation creation
Custom animation sequence creation
Cast shadow control
Light dimming control and backlit background
Ceiling lighting
Retouching tools
Annotation tools
FTP client
Email transmission
Watermark protection
Original �le saving

Homogeneous daylight type lighting (6500 K, 4x36W)

Jpg, Raw*, Gif, Flash, HTML5
USB 2.0
Packshot Spin

100x100x195,5 cm
100x100x245 cm
n/a

55x55x110 cm
55x55x180 cm
100 kg

Large size lightbox with integrated 360° turntable
Packshot Spin software
Cables and cords
White background

Canon EOS 1000D, 1100D, 450D, 500D, 550D, 600D, 650D, 40D, 
50D, 60D, 1D Mark IV, 5D Mark II, 5D Mark III, 7D
Please contact our customer service for more information 
about the compatibility with Nikon cameras.

System requirements
OS: Windows 7
CPU: Pentium® or equiv. (1 GHz or higher preferred)
RAM: Min. 1 GB (2 GB preferred)
VGA: Min. 1024x768, True color
Monitor Type: CRT or LCD monitor
3 USB ports min., CD ROM Drive
Internet connection with active email account (optional)

Voltage
AC 220-240V

Pictures and technical speci�cations may di�er from actual product / may be changed without prior notice. The Packshot Creator  and Packshot Spin
trademarks in this document are the exclusive property of Sysnext. All rights reserved. The Flash Player trademark mentioned in  this document belongs 
to Adobe Systems Incorporated. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. RCS Paris B440065660.
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